STRATOS® HIGH PERFORMANCE MACHINE FILM

SOPHISTICATED FILMS—DOING MORE WITH LESS

FEATURES AND BENEFITS:
- 37–80 gauge
- Cast film
- High Ultimate; 300% or more
- One-side cling
- Leading optics and cling
- Industry leading puncture and tear resistance
- Stratos offers 30% or more down gauge capability
- Maximizes overall load stability
- Provides exceptional performance consistency
- Superior performance in freezer environments
- Better for the environment, because of reduced material in the waste stream
- Exceptional low cost per pallet wrapped

GAUGE:
- 37 to 80 mil

WIDTH:
- 20, 30 in

LENGTH:
- 7,500 to 12,500 ft

STRATOS® is a trademark of Berry Global, Inc. or one of its affiliates.